Event Analysis of Mid-South Derecho – June 12, 2009
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On June 12, 2009, a mesoscale convective system (MCS) formed over northeastern Oklahoma during
the mid-morning hours and began a trek to the east-southeast just behind a nearly stationary cold front
that was positioned from the southern Plains across the Mid-South (reference surface map below). High
pressure over the eastern Gulf of Mexico was feeding moist, very unstable air ahead of the system and
the storms quickly took on a bow echo appearance and soon became classified as a derecho.

Weather map at 7:00am on June 12, 2009

Initial reports from northeastern Oklahoma and northwestern Arkansas were of downed trees and power
lines owing to 60-70 mph straight-line wind in the newly-generated system. Shortly after 11:30am, the
Storm Prediction Center issued a Severe Thunderstorm Watch for eastern Oklahoma, most of Arkansas,
northwest Mississippi, and extreme southwest Tennessee, including the Memphis metropolitan area, and
was later extended east to cover more of southwest Tennessee and northern Mississippi. The watch was
played up with “Particularly Dangerous Situation” wording, which is somewhat uncommon, but indicated
the potentially heightened severity of the situation. The likelihood of wind greater than 65 knots (75 mph)
was classified as “high,” or greater than 95% (reference SPC PDS Watch #388).

Severe Thunderstorm Watch #388 graphic issued by SPC

As the storm raced across northern Arkansas during the early afternoon hours, reports of damaging wind
continued to pour in. By the time it reached eastern Arkansas, during peak afternoon heating, reports of
funnel clouds were also received, especially near and north of the apex of the bow, which had
accelerated and was exhibiting a classic, almost exaggerated, bow shape aided by strong rear inflow
wind of 60-75 mph at the mid-levels. In addition, discrete thunderstorms had broken out ahead of the
MCS in the very unsettled atmosphere, but were swallowed up by the bow echo is it approached them at
50-60 mph (see link to radar loop below). The Storm Prediction Center continued to warn of the
immediate threat by issuing a discussion at 3:22pm indicating that the greatest threat for significant wind
damage would be over east-central Arkansas and the southern part of the Memphis metropolitan area
and that the storm was “capable of swaths of significant wind damage” (reference SPC Mesoscale
Discussion #1080).

Mesoscale Discussion #1080 graphic issued by SPC

The MCS marched across the Mississippi River into northwest Mississippi and west Tennessee near the
start of a Friday afternoon rush hour, with a menacing shelf cloud ahead of it, signaling the leading edge
of the rain-cooled air pushing out in front of the line of storms. Storm reports continued to indicate the
likelihood of damaging straight line winds and the possibility of a few brief tornadoes. Then, it was all
over as soon as it began. An hour later, the line of storms was east of the metro area and moderate rain
was falling over the city behind the storms.

Leading edge of the derecho moving into Bartlett, TN

In its wake, widespread damage was left by straight line wind of 60-80 mph, with a few localized higher
gusts. Trees and power lines were down across the region, permanent signs were bent, building facades
were destroyed, shingles were lost, and falling trees caused property damage to some structures. There
were two injuries reported from falling trees, but fortunately no one lost their life. In addition, two
tornadoes touched down in the metro area – a 30-yard wide EF-1 (105 mph wind) with a path length of
150 yards in Bartlett, TN and a larger EF-2 (120 mph wind) that produced a discontinuous 2.9-mile path
through DeSoto County, MS with most damage being done in Olive Branch. In Shelby County, 131,000
Memphis Light Gas & Water (MLGW) customers were left without power (about 25% of MLGW’s
customer base), with another 10,000 or so out in DeSoto County. Complete power restoration is
expected to take approximately one week from when the storm struck. (Efforts were hampered by
another storm on the morning of June 14th when another MCS with high wind knocked out power to an
additional 10,000 customers.)

Examples of the widespread damage that occurred across the area in the wake of the storm

At the end of this report, you will find links to radar and satellite imagery of the event, damage photos
taken mostly in Bartlett, and the National Weather Service’s storm reports and tornado survey reports.
The Storm Prediction Center’s plot of severe weather reports, which clearly shows the path of the
derecho from northeast Oklahoma all the way to central Alabama, is below, as well as a map showing the
area of Bartlett that took the hardest hit from the storm.

Storm reports as captured by the Storm Prediction Center

Area of southern Bartlett, TN that experienced the most damage

Interestingly, an absolutely gorgeous sunset ended the day as the trailing showers moved east right at
sunset and low clouds moved out, leaving a high cirrus canopy behind. More sunset pictures can be
found in the link to damage photos below.

Sunset over Bartlett with a shower on the right side of the picture

MemphisWeather.net’s (MWN) social networking feeds on Twitter and Facebook were updated before,
during, and after the event, while MWN itself contained information on the storm until it struck the MWN
nerve center, when power and internet connectivity were lost (backup power will only keep the server and
other communications gear running for 15-20 minutes). Weather data from WXLIVE! continued to be
archived throughout the event, though MWN itself did not begin updating again until power and internet
connectivity were restored on the afternoon of June 13 – an outage of nearly 24 hours. The last image
from MWN StormView Radar before the power went out is shown below.

Last image from MWN StormView Radar prior to power outage

Additional Links
Visible satellite loop (3pm-8pm):
http://www.rap.ucar.edu/weather/satellite/displaySat.php?region=LIT&itype=vis&size=large&endDate=20
090613&endTime=1&duration=5
Color infrared satellite loop (3pm-8pm):
http://www.rap.ucar.edu/weather/satellite/displaySat.php?region=LIT&itype=ir&size=large&endDate=2009
0613&endTime=1&duration=5
Memphis Doppler Radar loop (3pm-7pm):
http://www.memphisweather.net/061209_derecho/NQA_radar_loop_2000-0000Z.avi
National Weather Service-Memphis storm reports:
http://www.memphisweather.net/061209_derecho/LSRMEM_summary.txt
National Weather Service-Memphis tornado damage surveys:
http://www.memphisweather.net/061209_derecho/PNSMEG_tornado_surveys.txt
Damage photos:
http://picasaweb.google.com/memwxnet/June122009MemphisDerecho#
MemphisWeather.net’s main site:
http://www.MemphisWeather.net
MemphisWeather.net Blog:
http://blog.MemphisWeather.net
MemphisWeather.net on Twitter:
http://twitter.com/memphisweather1
MemphisWeather.net on Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/MemphisWeathernet/71845006139
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